Abstract: It has been claimed that technological advances will make it possible to make anything anywhere and to do so sustainably. In particular, making anything anywhere would increase the diversity of locations and participants involved in production, with positive effects for sustainability. For example, increasing the diversity of locations can reduce the long-distance transportation of materials and goods, which can improve the ecological sustainability of production. At the same time, increasing the diversity of people included in manufacturing can contribute to the spread of manufacturing communities, which can improve the social sustainability of production. However, physical production continues to be dominated by the same countries that have dominated global manufacturing in recent decades. Meanwhile, trade imbalances between rich and poor countries are similar to those of the past. In this paper, limitations and opportunities are explained for moveable production systems to increase the diversity of locations and participants in global production and trade. In addition, potential geopolitical barriers to the deployment of moveable production systems are explained.
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1. Introduction

In a 2006 edition of the scientific journal Nature, it was argued that technological advances would enable anything to be made anywhere [1]. Since then, expanding distributions of manufacturing to include more diverse locations and more diverse participants has grown as a topic of interest. For example, among governments, companies, communities, and individuals seeking to re-shore and re-distribute manufacturing [2,3]. In addition, as summarized in Figure 1, expanding geographic and demographic distributions of manufacturing has come to be associated with increasing ecological sustainability and social sustainability [4,5]. For example, increasing the diversity of locations included in manufacturing can reduce the long-distance transportation of materials and goods [6] and increasing the diversity of people included in manufacturing can contribute to the spread of manufacturing communities [7].

The importance of increasing diversity to improve production sustainability is recognized internationally. For example, China promotes wider geographical and social distribution of manufacturing through its “makerspaces for the people” policy. Like other countries, such as Britain [8] and India [9], China aims to increase the variety of manufacturing enterprises by including the creative potential of diverse individuals at diverse geographical locations [10,11]. Interest in increasing diversity in manufacturing distributions to improve ecological and social sustainability is encapsulated in the term “inclusive manufacturing” [12,13].
Technological advances do have some potential to expand the geographical distribution of manufacturing. For example, technological advances are leading to reductions in the number, size, weight and cost of machines needed in manufacturing [14], and different manufacturing processes being combined in hybrid machines [15]. Other technological advances have potential to expand the demographic distribution of manufacturing. For example, it has been argued that the expansion of Internet coverage and web-based platforms can enable a wider demographic distribution of manufacturing [16]. However, thirteen years after it was argued in Nature that technological advances would enable anything to be made anywhere [1], physical production is still dominated by the countries that dominated global manufacturing in 2006 [17]. Moreover, industrial manufacturing in many parts of the world, including Africa and India, has been reduced in what has been described as premature deindustrialization [18,19]. Furthermore, the do-it-yourself (DIY) maker movement, which, it was claimed, would provide a new industrial revolution [20], has contracted rather than expanded as its most well-known chain of maker workshops failed [21]. Hence, as summarized in Figure 2, patterns of trade in 2019 are similar to those of 2006.

In particular, many poor countries continue to export their raw material reserves, while the few nations that dominate global manufacturing export completed goods. This leaves poor countries with depleted raw materials reserves, stagnant low employment, and often, huge debts for the heavy infrastructure that has been constructed to expedite export of their raw materials. Meanwhile, the few countries that dominate global production continue to develop their expertise in research, development, innovation and implementation (RDII) of production [22–24], for example, through Industry 4.0 initiatives that involve cyber-physical systems, which require the integration of the Industrial Internet of Things, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, and other highly sophisticated technologies [25–27]. Some of these Industry 4.0 initiatives take into account the importance of ecological and social sustainability [28–32]. However, the sophistication of the technologies involved...
limit the potential for applications of Industry 4.0 independently of established organizations that have advanced technical capabilities.

Accordingly, this paper has two purposes. First, to explain the extent to which moveable production systems can increase the diversity of locations and participants in global production and trade. The focus is moveable production because it has potential to expand the distribution of production [33–35] and do so with more ecological and social sustainability than fixed factories [36,37]. Second, to explain geopolitical barriers to the deployment of moveable production systems, through triangulation of the following three theoretical perspectives: global production networks [38,39], rentier state theory [40,41], and theory of treadmill production and consumption [42,43].

The remainder of this paper comprises five further sections. In Section 2, the research methodology is described. In Section 3, an overview of moveable production systems is provided in terms of moveable factories, on-the-job training, and product kits. In Section 4, the extent to which moveable production systems can increase the diversity of locations and participants in global production and trade is explained. In Section 5, potential geopolitical barriers are analysed through theory triangulation. In Section 6, principal findings are stated, directions for further research are proposed, and implications for practice are explained.

2. Methodology

Throughout the research, multi-vocal literature reviews were carried out. These are literature reviews that include grey literature as well as formal scientific literature [44,45]. The majority of the literature referred to here is formal scientific literature. However, grey literature is also relevant because technological advances can involve fast moving trends that are reported contemporaneously in online media, but much more slowly in formal scientific literature. An example is the World Manufacturing Forum Report, Recommendations for The Future of Manufacturing [13]. Grey literature includes publicly available online information that may be produced by academia, businesses, communities, industries, governments, and/or NGOs, which is not necessarily peer reviewed and controlled by commercial publishers. The focus of search in grey literature was inclusive manufacturing, moveable production and enabling technologies.

Theory triangulation involves applying different theoretical perspectives in the examination of the phenomenon being researched. This is necessary because no single theory can have a monopoly on explanations [46]. Rather, each theory has its unique strengths and weaknesses that reflect the partial worldviews of any who develop a theory. Hence, the combination of multiple theories can yield a more complete picture of complex phenomena [47–49]. Theory triangulation can be applied to support the formulation of research propositions that have theoretical foundations and are not biased towards the views of one particular research group [50]. In particular, the application of different theoretical perspectives can reveal areas of theoretical agreement and disagreement. Both should be taken into account to avoid the formulation of partial research propositions [51]. In this research, the following three theoretical perspectives were applied: global production networks [38,39], Rentier State Theory [40,41], and Theory of Treadmill Production and Consumption [42,43]. Each of these three theoretical frameworks addresses production and trade from different perspectives. Accordingly, they facilitate the examination of moveable production systems from different perspectives.

3. Moveable Production Systems

In this section, moveable productions systems are described in terms of moveable factories, on-the-job training, and product kits.

3.1. Moveable Factories

Moveable factories enable necessary production resources to be brought to locations far from fixed factories: including to locations where there is no industrial infrastructure. Hence, although they are not necessarily hi-tech, moveable factories leapfrog over the need for industrial infrastructure [33–36].
The scope for moveable factories is increased by the range of manufacturing machines and power sources that are becoming small and light enough to fit into trucks, trailers, carry cases, etc. [14,15,52]. Moveable factories can expand the inclusivity of production by bringing necessary resources to more people in more places. In doing so, ecological sustainability can be improved by the construction of fewer factory buildings and less associated fixed infrastructure for power and transport. At the same time, social sustainability can be improved by expanding opportunities for social ownership through consequent reduction of capital investment costs [37,53].

Moveable factories can bring production to many locations and people that are underserved by extant production systems. Moveable factories can contribute to sustainable development through deployment at diverse locations, including farmyards, construction sites and conflict zones to produce many different types of components and goods [54–56]. Notably, moveable factories can be deployed for production processes that are typically associated with fixed factories. For example, moveable factories can produce bio-diesel in situ from biowaste product in rural areas [57,58]. In addition, moveable factories can be used in situ to transform any cellulosic materials into, for example, a bio-oil similar to crude oil, a synthesis gas similar to natural gas, or a bio-charcoal substance [59]. Moveable factories are versatile. For example, they can enable a wide variety of biowaste to be converted into fuel pellets and briquettes in situ [60,61]. Moreover, moveable factories can be used for agri-food processing [62,63]. The pros and cons of moveable factories compared to fixed factories can be assessed through conventional methodologies, such as break-even calculations and safety assessments [64–66]. As well as production, moveable factories can be deployed for in-situ recycling of a wide variety of materials ranging from building demolition rubble to electronic equipment waste [67,68].

3.2. On-the-Job Training

Training for production work with moveable factories is not dependent upon medieval skill training practices, such as long apprenticeships, or 19th century practices, such as construction of fixed training centers in buildings. Rather, skills for production work with moveable factories can be instructed in a few days or hours of on-the-job training. For moveable factories used to process materials, on-the-job training is focused on instruction in machine operation. For moveable factories used to support the assembly of goods, instruction can also be carried out very quickly, provided uncertainty is engineered out of product kits that can be put together with moveable factories. This involves engineering production processes to be mistake-proof capable processes. This requires engineering production processes to conform to the production specification within upper and lower specification limits [69]. Upper and lower specification limits for production processes, which in some cases can be referred to as tolerances, are set in the context of material characteristics and product requirements. For example, timber is machined with saw blades that have to be strong enough by being thick enough to cut efficiently through dense natural wood that can have erratic grain patterns. The thicker the saw blade, the wider the distance between upper and lower specification limits. At the same time, upper and lower specification limits must be compatible with end-user product requirements. For example, timber sawn to plus or minus two millimeters (±2 mm) is compatible with requirements for a partition wall but is not compatible with requirements for a dining table. Accordingly, sawn timber for use in furniture making will be processed subsequently in order to bring its dimensions within narrower specification limits. Upper and lower specification limits apply to completed goods as well as the materials that go into them. Consider, for example, shoes sizes. A women’s shoe size of 35 (EU) should be 208 mm. Moreover, it should be 14 mm less than a women’s shoe size of 36 (EU). This example illustrates the importance of process capability to product users. In order to ensure conformance to upper and lower specification limits, shoes are made with the aid of physical molds called shoe lasts that have a similar shape to that of a human foot and the appropriate dimensions for a particular shoe size. The use of a wide variety of molds, dies, jigs, fixtures, and other tooling is well established throughout production processes to facilitate process capability [70] and can easily be applied with moveable production systems. Further refinement of production processes can be
achieved by engineering to ensure that there is only one possible way of carrying out a task so that work can be carried out correctly the first time. In other words, the expenditure of mental and physical energy is focused on productive work: rather than energy being wasted in unproductive iterations of trial-and-error. When there is only one way to complete a task, then that task can be described as mistake-proof. This is a goal of many well-established techniques, including failure modes and effects analyses, and poka-yoke that seek to bring about high productivity mistake-proof production. Importantly, engineering design of mistake-proof capable processes enables the scaling up of production excellence to many different locations and many different participants [71–74].

3.3. Product Kits

An illustration of relevant differences between an imported completed product and a kit product comprising imported formed materials is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Imported product compared to product kit comprising imported formed materials.

The products shown in Figure 3 are tractors. The bottom tractor is a representation of open source tractor kits that are available with the Open Source Ecology movement, which enables sharing of the engineering design and its on-going development [75]. Importantly, it is a kit tractor that can be fabricated locally from commonly available formed materials such as metal box sections. Clearly, the kit tractor does not have the visual allure of the imported complete tractor. However, as summarized in Figure 4, from the point-of-view of sustainable development, the beauty of some products can be only skin-deep [76]. By contrast, the less aesthetically pleasing kit tractor has the characteristic of being able to facilitate a fundamental expansion of geographic and demographic inclusivity. The expansion is fundamental because, as summarized in Figure 4, open source product kits enable more production research, development, innovation and implementation (RDII) to be done inside the country.
Moreover, the country can export less of its raw materials because, rather than importing completed goods, it imports formed materials for making product kits inside the country, which can then be widely distributed for local assembly. Product kits that maximize the use of versatile commonly available materials have most potential for expanding the diversity of production locations. The most widespread around the world in 2019 are product kits for furniture [77]. However, components for products as large as passenger-carrying vehicles can be bundled together in semi knocked-down (SKD) kits or completely knocked-down (CKD) kits for assembly at diverse locations by diverse people [78]. People without relevant previous production experience can easily put product kits together [79]. This is because product kits radically reduce cognitive load and thus cut production times and defects, in assembly work [80,81]. Product kits also bring opportunities for expanding geographical and demographic inclusivity to diverse locations and people with advantages for ecological and social sustainability. In particular, geographic inclusivity can be increased by ease of production at diverse locations with lower ecological impact. This is because, for example, transportation of formed materials involves far less volume and weight than transportation of completed products. Demographic inclusivity can be increased by ease of production by diverse people who have increased social participation opportunities because of the low costs of product kits comprising commonly available formed materials.

4. Potential of Moveable Production Systems

In this section, the potential of moveable production systems is explained in terms of limitations and opportunities within the scope of those limitations.
4.1. Limitations

Moveable production systems can be brought to a diverse range of locations through established technologies. For example, trucks already travel across rough ground in parts of the world without extensive road networks. Keeping them moving involves improvisation, including carrying cans of fuel and undertaking repairs far from garages. Speeds of travel can be slow, but nonetheless, destinations are reached. When moveable factories are purpose-built, they are equipped with their own means of power-generation. In addition, they carry repair equipment that is specific to the vehicle and to the production machines carried in the vehicle. The provision of production materials is addressed principally in two ways. Some moveable factories are deployed to process local materials, such as fruits and vegetables. In such applications, the moveable factories go to where the materials are located. Other moveable factories go to where goods are needed. In such applications, product kits need to be designed to include versatile materials, such as metal sheets and box sections, which can be transported flat-packed within kits [33–37,52–56].

Nonetheless, there are limitations to their potential scope of application. In particular, moveable production systems are not well-suited to the production of original one-of-a-kind goods. This is because exactly what materials, manufacturing equipment and manual skills will be needed in their production is not known from one product to the next. Hence, the equipping of moveable factories cannot be rationalized, product kits cannot be developed, and mistake-proof process capability cannot be engineered into production work in order to facilitate rapid on-the-job training [71–74]. Furthermore, moveable production systems are not well-suited to the production of the most complex products. For example, ocean-going cruise liners need to be produced at the vast specialized spaces of shipyards. Product complexity increases as numbers of part types, interconnection types, interface types, product technologies and product functions increase. The complexity of products is relative. For example, a family car is a more complex product than a bicycle. This is because a family car comprises more part types, more interconnections types, and more interface types than a bicycle. In addition, it involves more technologies in the provision of more functions [82,83]. Moreover, moveable production systems can do little to overcome the fundamental unsustainability of products that depend upon finite materials that are found in only a few places in the world, such as rare earths [84,85]. In addition, it is important to note that materials processing operations involved in the production of versatile materials, such as metal box sections, which are needed in some product kits, are not easily expanded to highly distributed production because they can require large spaces and energy-intense operations: for example at steel foundries. Hence, there is still some very long-distance transportation of formed materials involved, which can have negative ecological impacts [86,87]. Therefore, moveable production systems cannot sustainably enable making anything anywhere. Rather, they can enable a lot more things to be made in a lot more places a lot more sustainably. That is provided what is to be made is not too original, not too complex, and does comprise maximum locally sourced sustainable materials.

4.2. Opportunities for Sustainable Production

By 2019, the inclusivity of global production has been contracting rather than expanding. As summarized in Figure 5, extensive research by others has led to the identification of three major trends in manufacturing [88–91].

The first is that already industrialized high-income countries suffer falls in human factory jobs but can maintain factory output if there is major investment in factory innovation, such as autonomous robot workers. The second is that low-income countries, which have a head start in factory production, increase output and possibly human jobs if they have access to sufficient digital and physical infrastructure for them to be regional manufacturing hubs. The third is that low-income countries without a head start in factory jobs suffer a decline in both factory output and factory jobs. This is called premature industrialization because, as summarized in Figure 6, manufacturing is no longer available as “an escalator” for development, which lifts people out of poverty as they transition through producing increasing sophisticated goods [89,91].
Thus, rather than manufacture of anything anywhere, production is reducing in many parts of the world through delocalization [88–90,92–94]. Across these three trends is the capability of a few dominant countries to decide where production will be carried out [95–97]. Thus, in 2019, rather than the manufacture of anything anywhere, already dominant organizations in each production sector often decide where manufacturing will be carried out. They can decide where production will be located. Then, if they wish to do so, they can choose to automate production or move production somewhere else. This can leave the countries that host their production with little choice but to accept reduced human employment through automation [98–100].

By contrast, moveable production systems are not under the control of a few dominant organizations. Rather, their comparatively low capital investment costs can alleviate the decline of physical production work in low-income countries experiencing premature deindustrialization. More generally, moveable production systems are well-suited to enabling the distributed production of essential infrastructure at more diverse locations by more diverse people. In particular, location-specific sustainable infrastructure needs to be produced to meet the needs of the world’s poor [101]. These needs encompass infrastructure for sustainable soil, water, energy, food [102–104]; sanitation, communication, transportation [105–107]; housing, healthcare, and education [108–110].

This is increasingly important because infrastructure provision for soil, water, energy, and food can reduce the ecological pressures that push people into rural exodus [111,112]. In addition, infrastructure provision for sanitation, communication, transportation can facilitate efficient local production and profitable regional commerce, which can reduce economic pressure to leave the countryside [113]. In addition, infrastructure provision for housing, healthcare, and education can contribute to balancing local population growth with local economic growth, and thus reduce social pressures that push people into moving to urban areas [114]. Reduction of ecological, economic, and social pressures can reduce the risk of violent conflicts that drive human tides of rural flight. In addition, the wide geographical distribution of comprehensive infrastructure provision can reduce justifications for massive centralized development projects, which can also lead to large-scale migration from rural areas [115,116].

As well as agri-food processing and the manufacturing of many types of goods [54,56], the production of essential infrastructure is within the scope of moveable production systems [55]. Thus, moveable production systems can have far-reaching practical implications arising from bringing the production of essential infrastructure to where essential infrastructure is needed. For example, the replacement of dirt floors with concrete floors in dwellings can reduce the risk of cholera with severe dehydration (CSD) by more than 60% [117]. The potential for such disease reduction by the simple action of improving flooring has been demonstrated in small field trials [118] and is the type of work that can easily be scaled up with moveable production systems to better enable sustainable development.
Figure 6. Reduced potential of fixed industrial manufacturing to lift people out of poverty.

4.3. Opportunities for Sustainable Trade

Adam Smith argued that there could be wealth for all countries if each country specializes in manufacturing and trading the goods that they can make with higher productivity than other countries. He called this the principle of absolute advantage, and it is has been further developed in subsequent theories of comparative advantage and competitive advantage [119–121].

Adam Smith was a professor of moral philosophy who believed increasing productivity to be a highly virtuous aim. Indeed, Adam Smith was a notable figure of the 18th century Enlightenment era [122]. This was a philosophical movement that emphasized the value of human beings [123,124]. Smith provided humanist ethical foundations for the Wealth of Nations in his earlier book, The Theory of Moral Sentiments. In this, he argued that people are motivated to behave in ways that any impartial spectator would approve of [125–127]. In doing so, he contributed to conceptualization of “the generalized other”. This is the concept that a person has common expectations with other people about what are appropriate thoughts and actions within a particular society [122,128].

However, there are negative unintended consequences from the notion that there can be wealth for all countries if each country specializes in trading the goods that they can make with higher productivity than other countries [119–121]. Adam Smith began his book The Wealth of Nations by arguing that the greatest productivity improvements come from the division of labour [119]. Yet, division of labor reduces the work of individuals to tedious repetitive tasks, which may be regarded as virtuous by “the generalized other” who does not have to undertake the tedious repetitive tasks, but not by those who get repetitive strain injuries from actually doing the tasks [129]. Advances in automation offer ever-increasing opportunities to reduce the need for humans to undertake repetitive work, but this also reduces employment [88–93].
Furthermore, notions of equal wealth among nations being achieved by exporting based on superior productivity are dependent upon static equilibrium positions that do not hold in reality. Rather, exporting based on superior productivity tends to favour the countries that have a head start. For example, as summarized in Figure 2, many countries export raw materials or processed materials, while importing complete goods from countries that have a head start in manufacturing productivity [130–132]. This was the case in the time of Adam Smith [133] and is the case in 2019 [134].

As summarized in Figure 4, the deployment of open source product kits comprising standard versatile formed materials, in conjunction with moveable factories and on-the-job training, does not conform to notions of absolute advantage, comparative advantage, and competitive advantage that drive delocalization [119–121]. Rather, the emphasis is on reducing negative effects from other countries having a head start in the manufacture of complete goods. In particular, moveable production systems support the development of local expertise in production RDII in conjunction with international open source communities. Moreover, as capital investment costs are far lower for moveable production systems, there does not need to be fixation on comparative productivity between nations. Rather, open source community participants in different countries co-create knowledge about how to carry out production as efficiently as possible everywhere [75].

5. Barriers for Moveable Production Systems

In this section, an overview is provided of each of the three theoretical perspectives: global production networks, rentier state theory, and theory of treadmill production and consumption. Each of these different theoretical perspectives is related to moveable production systems, and research propositions are put forward.

5.1. Global Production Networks (GPN)

GPN are concerned with the international networks through which a product is made, distributed and consumed. GPN involve all participants in production, distribution and consumption, including social movements if they are participants. GPN encompasses temporary and persistent networks, which may span the borders of neighbors or the entire world. The consideration of embeddedness is important in GPN as many sources of materials and means of production are fixed at specific locations. Furthermore, GPN considers embeddedness to include the network embeddedness of connections between participants regardless of geographical positions. In addition, GPN are considered to be embedded in participants’ different socio-economic priorities, which can lead to GPN involving some conflict, as well as cooperation, over their arrangement and operation. Conflict and cooperation can involve vertical and horizontal network relations. The outcomes of GPN interactions are determined jointly by vertical network relations between suppliers and buyers, together with horizontal relations between different bodies concerned with labor and the environment [38,39].

In terms of GPN, moveable production systems increase the relative significance of social movements such as Open Source Ecology [75]. In addition, moveable production systems increase the prevalence of temporary networks in some phases of production. For example, assembly operations involve temporary interactions at the locations where moveable factories are sited for a short time. However, other phases of production depend on persistent relationships: for example, with suppliers of versatile materials. Thus, geographical embeddedness is less than in other GPN but network embeddedness is equally important, with social movements providing vital horizontal support for moveable production systems. Conflict can be expected in vertical network relations in GPN because, as summarized in Figure 4, outbound supply of natural resources is reduced and inbound buying of completed goods is reduced. Conflict can take the form of dominant manufacturers crushing emerging competition through aggressive pricing strategies such as dumping. This happens when manufacturers export a product to another country at a price below the normal price with an injuring effect, such as radically reducing the sales of emerging competitors. For example, a dominant foreign manufacturer pushed out of business the maker enterprise of the maker movement advocate who claimed that it
would bring a new industrial revolution [20,135]. Hence, it is important to recognize that any use of moveable production systems to manufacture goods equivalent to those of dominant manufacturers is likely to encounter aggressive competitive strategies. However, as illustrated in Figure 3, open source kits can provide products that are fit-for-purpose, but which are not in direct competition with the offerings of dominant manufacturers. Moreover, moveable product systems can be deployed in a wide range of situations where the offerings of established manufacturers are of limited usefulness [54–68]. Thus, moveable production systems can go beyond previous import-substitution industrialization and previous export-led industrialization that have failed to meet development needs in many parts of the world [22–24,136].

Research Proposition 1: Foreign organizations that need to export high quantities of completed goods can act against the scaling up of moveable production systems in other countries if they are used for manufacturing equivalent goods.

5.2. Rentier State Theory

Economic rent involves unearned payments for sale of a factor of production, including payments to government for sale of natural resources. Within rentier state theory, it is posited that governments are more likely to be responsive to their citizens if the government depends for its income on its citizens paying personal taxation. By contrast, governments of countries that receive large payments (i.e., economic rent) from foreign organizations for its natural resources are less likely to be responsive to the needs of its citizens. This trend is reinforced by extraction and processing of natural resources providing little local employment that could lead to citizens making taxation payments. Meanwhile, payment by foreign organizations directly to government provides its ministers with little incentive to seek to develop a productive sector that could generate large-scale employment. Then, as governments become more experienced in negotiating with foreign organizations, they become more skilled in getting deals for themselves and need to generate local employment to generate tax incomes from citizens decreases [40,41,137,138].

This theory is particularly relevant to the introduction and scaling up of moveable production systems in countries that have natural materials available for export in return for large payments from foreign organizations. In such countries, it cannot be expected that government will definitely demonstrate commitment to stimulating and supporting the development of a productive sector: even when moveable production systems reduce the time and cost involved in doing so. In other words, the advantages of moveable production systems cannot be assumed to override the so-called, resource curse. That is the long-observed paradox that some countries with an abundance of natural resources have worse development outcomes than countries with fewer natural resources [139,140]. Importantly, the export of natural resources can bring massive incomes for government officials whether or not there is national socio-economic development. Indeed, some research indicates that bad government and associated conflicts increase dependence on the export of natural resources. The mobility of moveable production systems makes them suitable for setting up production operations amidst conflict. Nonetheless, if everyone with entrepreneurial ambition has had to flee from the region of conflict and there is no government support for productive enterprise, it cannot be assumed that moveable production systems will be introduced [141]. Rather, governments can argue that the only option for achieving economic growth is to export raw materials: even though this can facilitate negative net resource transfers and bring little, if any, growth in employment [142].

Research Proposition 2: Government officials who can receive incentives from foreign organizations for facilitating raw materials exports can act against scaling up of moveable production systems in their own countries.
5.3. Theory of Treadmill Production and Consumption

As illustrated in Figure 7, this theory posits that injustice and unsustainability in the global economy arises from alliance between industrial capital that has pressure to expand continually due to its large fixed costs, for example in fixed factories, large-scale organized labor, and government [42,43].

![Figure 7. Treadmill of production and consumption metaphor.](image)

Within this theory, it is argued that the desire for economic expansion provides common political ground for cross-sector alliances of capital, labor, and government to postpone potential disagreements by all agreeing on economic growth. As illustrated in Figure 7, it is argued, through the metaphor of a treadmill, that this agreement is promoted by industrial capital, which promises large-scale work employment in the large-scale production of goods for throwaway consumption. Furthermore, it is argued that capital always wants the treadmill to accelerate in order to cover its debts and increase its profits. This acceleration leads to ever increasing environmental degradation as increasing amounts of materials are extracted, processed, and transported in the production of goods for consumption. However, it is argued that the power of capital to continually push for acceleration of the treadmill to increase its profits can be reduced if labor and government can be educated about the finite potential for environmental degradation [42,43].

Consideration of this theory highlights that having a government being dependent on tax payments from its citizens, rather than payments from foreign organizations, does not necessarily lead to favorable outcomes for society. Moreover, this theory highlights that even if GPN can be established with social movements, such as Open Source Ecology, and even if government is committed to development of a productive sector, it cannot be assumed that there will not be unsustainability. Rather, agglomeration can be greenwashed through measures that reduce ecological impact per unit of production, but within the context of agglomeration that depends upon the continual expansion of the volume of goods that are produced [143,144]. Furthermore, consideration of this theory highlights the tendency towards agglomeration in production systems where capital and labor come to be concentrated in a few large companies at a few locations with the support of government. This tendency can lead to so-called location tournaments in which different countries’ and regions’ governments compete with each other to attract foreign organizations to build their fixed factories where they can provide large numbers of their citizens with taxable incomes [145].

It is important to note that the incentives offered can exceed subsequent taxation incomes, but nonetheless, government can claim to be taking action to generate large numbers of new jobs for voters. Furthermore, as a large number of new jobs can be quantified in advance, winning a location...
tournament can be a more attractive political option than supporting widely distributed initiatives such as moveable production systems [146,147].

Research Proposition 3: Industrial capital can act against the widespread deployment of moveable production systems if their deployment undermines production agglomeration.

5.4. Addressing Barriers

Findings from theory triangulation indicate that moveable production systems having the capability to expand locations and people involved in production work is not a sufficient condition to bring about more sustainable development and trade. Rather, powerful incumbents in global production and trade can continue to drive agglomeration and associated delocalization. Accordingly, it is doubtful whether the potential of moveable production systems can be realized solely through bottom-up initiatives. Rather, top-down initiatives may also be required to overcome the potential barriers revealed through theory triangulation. In particular, cross-sector alliances can counterbalance extant cross-sector alliances of capital, labor and government [148,149]. As well as enterprises that develop and operate moveable production systems, cross-sector alliances can include government and non-governmental organizations focused on sustainable development and trade. However, such cross-sector alliances should focus their efforts on meeting unmet demand for local sustainable production rather than go into direct competition with extant cross-sector alliances [150,151]. Thus, moveable production systems can be deployed to better enable sustainable development and trade by addressing gaps in supply from agglomerated, delocalized, production.

6. Conclusions

In this concluding section, principal findings are stated, directions for future research are proposed, and implications for practice are discussed.

6.1. Principal Findings

Moveable production systems, which comprise moveable factories, on-the-job training, and product kits, do not necessarily have to involve the very latest technological advances. Rather, moveable factories can be mounted on second-hand trucks. Furthermore, product kits can comprise versatile materials that have been available for decades such as standard metal sections. In addition, rapid on-the-job training can be facilitated by the application of very well-established techniques in the engineering design of mistake-proof production.

In particular, the findings indicate that moveable production systems have the potential to expand diversity in global production and trade: especially where there is a need for essential goods and infrastructure that can be engineered into kits comprising common versatile materials. There is great need for such product kits in low incomes countries, which, as summarized in Figure 5, are experiencing low manufacturing output and employment due to premature deindustrialization. Thus, moveable production systems can bring production work where it is needed most by enabling local manufacture of essential goods and essential infrastructure where they are needed most. As summarized in Figure 4, moveable production systems can also expand the geographic and demographic diversity of trade as well as production. However, theory triangulation indicates that foreign organizations, government officials, and industrial capital can have powerful motivations to act against the scaling up of moveable production systems. In particular, theory triangulation reveals potential barriers in deploying moveable production systems. Firstly, conflict can be anticipated in vertical network relationships in GPN because, as summarized in Figure 4, outbound supply of natural resources and inbound buying of completed goods can both be reduced. Second, despite the low cost and high mobility of moveable production systems, it cannot be assumed that government officials of countries most in need of productive sector development will resist incentives from foreign organizations to focus instead on selling of high volumes of natural resources. Third, even if government is committed to development of a productive sector, it cannot be assumed that there will not be continuing agglomeration and delocalization...
in production. Accordingly, there is a need to form cross-sector alliances in order to support the introduction of moveable production systems.

6.2. Directions for Future Research

One direction for future research is to investigate the potential for improving the sustainability of production with moveable production systems that are not reliant on sophisticated technologies, such as Industrial Internet of Things, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, which are seen as being as important within established conceptualizations of Industry 4.0 [25–32].

Rather, the comparative simplicity of moveable production systems, together with their high mobility, facilitates their introduction in fragile regions where there is urgent need for local employment, essential goods and essential infrastructure. Accordingly, another direction for future research is investigating to what extent, if any, potential motivations of foreign organizations, government officials, and industrial capital can act against the introduction of moveable production systems in fragile regions. More broadly, another direction for future research is to investigate to what extent, if any, moveable production systems can contribute to what is described as inclusive manufacturing in countries that have different levels of existing economic development. Inclusive manufacturing has been stated to be a major theme in the annual report of the World Manufacturing Forum, within which it is argued to have the following three dimensions [13]: adoption of basic to cutting-edge technologies; employment of all categories of people; enable a sustainable economic growth. Again, an important topic for research is to investigate the extent to which potential vested interests can act against the scaling up of moveable production systems irrespective of their potential to contribute to goals of inclusive manufacturing.

6.3. Implications for Practice

To date, sustainable development practice has been focused on village-scale interventions or large-scale capital projects. A shortcoming of both these scales of interventions is that they are not engineered to be scaled up to address gaps between the demand for and supply of essential goods and infrastructure in underserved countries. Moreover, it is not anticipated that current approaches will provide sufficient employment to lift mass of people out of poverty [152]. By contrast, moveable production systems are scalable because, as explained in Section 3 and summarized in Figure 8, they can be engineered for scaling up through application of techniques that ensure consistent capability of processes [69–74]. Furthermore, movable production systems can go to where there are gaps between demand and supply. In doing so, they can facilitate local employment and prosumption in which people produce what they consume.

![Figure 8](image_url)

**Figure 8.** Engineering moveable production systems to scale up sustainable development and trade.

As moveable production systems do not incur the cost of constructing factory buildings, their capital investment costs are comparatively low. However, their capital costs are beyond the scope of micro-finance for individuals. Rather, they are better suited to ownership and operation by social enterprises or by small companies. In addition, there are opportunities for owning to lease to others.
For example, moveable factories are suitable for short-term leasing to different lessees in the same way as other types of capital equipment are leased by plant hire companies. Thus, the financing of moveable production systems, which can improve the ecological and social sustainability of production, are well-suited cross-sector initiatives for funding entrepreneurship to support the three pillars of sustainable development: economy, ecology and society [153].
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